ABSTRACT: On 5 fore-reef slopes in the Great Barrier Reef and Coral Sea, unoccupied substrate ranged from 17 to 43% depending on depth and distance from shore. This is comparable with the few published values, but sits uneasily with concepts that space is a scarce resource. Mean substrate cover values in $2 \times 2$ m plots were compared with values on substrate within interactive reach of coral colonies. In mid depths (7 to 10 m) unoccupied substrate was significantly more abundant within interactive reach of corals than in plots as a whole. In shallower (<5 m) and deeper (>15 m) water, unoccupied substrate was not significantly greater next to corals than in sample plots. Coral colonies were completely absent within interactive reach of others in high diversity mid-depth plots, while in turbulent shallow water and in deep water, corals abutted others to a limited degree, although coral cover within reach of others was still significantly lower than in whole sample plots. It was concluded that corals maintain unoccupied substrate around themselves, especially in mid depths. Naturally occurring interactions in a diverse 10 m site had varying durations; 38% lasted longer than 1 yr but many lasted <6 mo. Interactions ended by death of subordinate colonies, growth out of reach, or from other miscellaneous events. Despite terminations, numbers remained near 7 m$^{-2}$ due to convergence of established colonies (85%) and newly recruited juveniles settling near adults (15%). Calculation suggests that most substrate would pass under coral interactive mechanisms in about 20 yr. As distance from shore increased, total unoccupied substrate increased in shallow water (<5 m) and decreased in deep water (>15 m). In high diversity mid-depths there was no correlation of unoccupied substrate with distance from shore. In mid depths, 50 to 65% of unoccupied reef substrate lay within interactive reach of corals although only 5 to 25% of the total reef did so. Depths where most unoccupied substrate lay within interactive reach of coral colonies were 5 m on inshore and mid reefs, 10 m on the outer Great Barrier Reef, and 20 m in the Coral Sea. The interactive mechanisms of corals are important in the maintenance of unoccupied substrate on reef slopes.
number of conflicting factors. As a first step, I examine a readily observable but so far unquantified aspect of interactive mechanisms of corals, namely their ability to clear to some degree their surrounding substrate of other corals and perhaps of other organisms too. A band of unoccupied substrate killed by growing coral colonies was long ago recognised in both scientific and popular literature (Gravier 1910, Catala 1964), and the resulting band of cleared substrate has been called the 'corals' aura' (Faulkner & Chesher 1979). It extends from 0.8 to about 10 cm from the edge of a colony depending on the interactive reach of the species (Sheppard 1982a). In this paper, I attempt to: (1) quantify unoccupied substrate on reef surfaces and determine whether any of it is attributable to coral colonies; (2) examine some of the relevant temporal aspects of coral interactions; (3) show the broad spatial pattern of unoccupied space across the Great Barrier Reef transect and determine what proportion of it might be accounted for by the interactive mechanisms of corals.

**METHODS AND STUDY AREA**

Survey plots were on seaward slopes of 5 reefs in the central Great Barrier Reef and Coral Sea (Fig. 1). These are the subject of cross-shelf studies which have identified several broad physical and biological patterns (Pickard 1977, Andrews & Gentien 1982, Done 1982, Williams 1982, Dinesen 1983). Wave energy is greatest on the outermost Flinders and Myrmidon reefs and decreases towards shore. Sedimentation is greatest near shore on Pandora Reef and decreases seaward. The middle reefs have the greatest coral diversity.

The sites where each survey procedure was used are summarised in the caption to Fig. 1. In $2 \times 2$ m plots, percent cover by fauna and unoccupied substrate in the plots as a whole was compared to that within interactive reach of coral colonies. Plots were in high-diversity areas at 10 m and 7.5 m deep on Myrmidon and Davies reef respectively, at 2 m deep in the wave exposed area of Myrmidon and at 25 m deep on Davies reef. Substrate cover values within interactive reach of coral colonies were recorded from contiguous areas around each coral colony out to their maximum reach.

For many species this reach is given in Sheppard (1982a); if it was unknown, 1 cm was assigned as this is the minimum for most. Percent cover by bare substrate, corals, soft corals and algae was determined for the substrate around every colony and totalled for each plot. Total coral perimeter, and perimeter undergoing interaction with another species, was also measured.

To determine mean cover values in the plots as a whole, it was necessary to use measurements at points spaced at the same scale as that over which coral interactions reach, namely 1 to 10 cm (Sheppard 1982a). Therefore 5 cm intervals were used along a tape laid irregularly and randomly through the sample plots. In this application, the tape was laid along the reef through the plot such that in all places it was in contact with the substrate and followed all reef contours. In this way, even a 10 m tape (200 points) traverses a planar distance of sometimes less than 4 m depending on the reef micro-topography. The nature of the substrate at points 5 cm apart was recorded together with whether that point lay within interactive reach of a coral. From each plot, 200 to 1000 points were recorded, depending on time available at each site.

Three matters must be emphasised. Firstly, while...
point methods are less efficient in obtaining cover data in some circumstances, especially with large areas and scales (Weinberg 1981), at smaller scales comparisons have shown them to be no less accurate (Dodge et al. 1982). For obtaining detailed cover measurements within a few square metres, as in the present case, they are an efficient and common method of choice (Bak & Luckhurst 1980).

Secondly, the spatial scale used in the measurement of cover values with the tapes is 5 cm, which is the median of the scale over which interactions occur (0.8 to 10 cm). This permits comparison between cover values of substrate in the plots as a whole and those of substrate within interactive reach of corals. Although 10 m or more of tape was laid to determine cover values in the plots as a whole, this does not mean that cover values for the plots were measured at a scale of metres or greater.

Thirdly, it is emphasised that the focus here is on 2-dimensional space at substrate level, (i.e. unoccupied substrate). The difficult problem of recording the contents of 3-dimensional space all around coral colonies is avoided, and is in practice largely unnecessary as parts of corals which project more than a few cm high are usually beyond interactive reach of other corals (see also Wellington 1980, Chornesky 1983).

Additional data were obtained from all 5 reefs using the tape method, at 2 or 5 m depth intervals to 30 m deep or to the foot of the reef slope. These were used to determine (1) the amount of unoccupied substrate at different depths and distances of the reef from shore, and (2) the proportion of the total unoccupied reef substrate which lay within interactive reach of corals.

At 10 m deep on the centrally located Davies Reef, 10 permanently marked quadrats totalling 11.2 m² were examined at intervals of 3 mo for 1 yr, from March 1981. At first (Month 0), interactions in the quadrats were counted and descriptions and sketches were made to permit them to be relocated later. Photographs were taken of each quadrat to aid relocation, but their resolution was not adequate for taking measurements. In later visits, each interaction was reexamined to determine whether it continued, or the apparent cause of its termination. Newly commenced interactions were also recorded. Four categories of interaction termination were used: (1) the species previously noted to be subordinate had died; (2) the interacting part of the dominant coral had grown out of interaction range; (3) the interacting part of the subordinate species had grown out of range; (4) a few miscellaneous terminations, including the breakage of an Acropora and the movement of a Fungia. Two categories of continuing interactions were used: (5) a stand-off, i.e. no noticeable change; (6) the dominant species had advanced over the subordinate. Categories 5 and 6 grade into each other and are divided according to the resolution which can be achieved. In this case, movement of less than 1 cm was detectable using the descriptions and sketches made on each visit, but the 2 groups are in any case taken together for the present purpose and no conclusions are drawn which would depend on whether an ongoing interaction had advanced or was static. All the other categories were clearly defined and do not depend on reference to their earlier situation.

**RESULTS**

Before the main study, an examination under ×10 magnification was made of unoccupied substrate from 10 m deep on the central Davies Reef. Samples of substrate were taken from less than 2 cm and from greater than 10 cm distant from any coral colony (Table 1). Under magnification, substrate which appears bare to a diver supports small amounts of biota, mainly filamentous algae. This result agrees with that obtained by Bunt & Williams (1982) for the Caribbean region. Mean values of the contents of unoccupied substrate adjacent and not adjacent to coral colonies are very similar.

**Substrate occupancy within reach of corals**

Table 2 compares substrate occupancy within interactive reach of coral colonies with that in the total sample plots, in the high diversity regions of Myrindon and Davies reefs respectively. The final rows show the significance of the difference between the 2 values, by T-test or Mann-Whitney U-test as appropriate, the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>(A) &gt;10 cm from coral colonies</th>
<th>(B) &lt;2 cm from coral colonies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No surface biota</td>
<td>31 ± 9</td>
<td>40 ± 7.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No surface biota, + endolithic green algae</td>
<td>20 ± 10</td>
<td>17 ± 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scattered filamentous greens on bare rock</td>
<td>15 ± 9</td>
<td>13 ± 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scattered filamentous reds on bare rock</td>
<td>18 ± 12</td>
<td>8 ± 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Encrusting red algal flocks on bare rock</td>
<td>15 ± 5.5</td>
<td>22 ± 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bryozoans, apertures to boring sponge tunnels, serpulids, sponge</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2. Comparison of cover values of substrate lying within interacting reach of corals with total cover values of the sample plots. (A) Myrmidon Reef, 10 m depth. (B) Davies Reef, 7.5 m depth. Values are % of total ± SE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Coral</th>
<th>Unoccupied substrate</th>
<th>Unoccupied minus interacting zones</th>
<th>Red algae</th>
<th>Non-scleractinian coelenterates</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A. Myrmidon Reef</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Substrate within</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>54.2 ± 2.8</td>
<td>40.8 ± 3.2</td>
<td>41.0 ± 3.0</td>
<td>4.8 ± 1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reach of corals</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total 2 × 2 m plot</td>
<td>37.0 ± 4.2</td>
<td>17.0 ± 4.8</td>
<td>8.5 ± 5.0</td>
<td>23.5 ± 3.2</td>
<td>20.5 ± 7.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Significance</td>
<td>p&lt;.001</td>
<td>p&lt;.002</td>
<td>p&lt;.05</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>p&lt;.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. Davies Reef</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Substrate within</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>66.6 ± 3.5</td>
<td>48.2 ± 4.1</td>
<td>28.5 ± 3.5</td>
<td>5.9 ± 1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reach of corals</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total 2 × 2 m plot</td>
<td>46.0 ± 4.5</td>
<td>28.3 ± 2.7</td>
<td>22.4 ± 2.7</td>
<td>15.4 ± 4.7</td>
<td>8.8 ± 5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Significance</td>
<td>p&lt;.001</td>
<td>p&lt;.02</td>
<td>p&lt;.05</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NS Not significant</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

former being used only when the data had a normal distribution, or when the mean was not zero.

The most striking feature is the total absence of other corals within reach of coral colonies. The difference in coral cover between this area and that in the plots as a whole is highly significant. Also significant is the difference of percent unoccupied substrate in the 2 categories. Whereas the values in the plots as a whole are 17 and 28% for Myrmidon and Davies reefs respectively, which agree with other literature values (Bak & Luckhurst 1980, Sheppard 1980, Bunt & Williams 1982), next to corals they are 2 to 3 times greater.

The third column of Table 2 compares a subset of the unoccupied space; it refers to unoccupied substrate where there is no current coral-coral conflict because corals are not sufficiently close. In other words, this is unoccupied substrate which lies within interactive reach of 1 coral colony only. This also shows a significant difference in the 2 conditions. (This category of substrate is also one of the components in the second column of total unoccupied substrate, and is the reason why addition of all substrate categories exceeds 100%).

In contrast, red algae cover is not significantly different, while non-scleractinian coelenterates have significantly lower cover next to corals on Myrmidon Reef but not on Davies Reef.

The same comparisons were carried out on the 2 m depth plot on Myrmidon reef. This lies on the outer edge of the Great Barrier Reef. It is very turbulent and the delicate interaction mechanisms may be impeded. In this case (Table 3), unoccupied space next to corals is very similar to that of the plot as a whole. Another contrast to the plots at 7 to 10 m is that corals can exist immediately adjacent to other species, although this value (11%) is still significantly lower than the coral cover for the plot generally. Most of the species which abutted in this plot were Acropora spp. Red algae commonly abutted corals, while soft corals were absent from the plot.

A third comparison was performed in the plot at 25 m on Davies reef (Table 4). There, coral cover was lower

Table 3. Comparison of cover values of substrate lying within interacting reach of corals with total cover in the sample plot in the exposed reef slope at 2 m depth on Myrmidon Reef. Values are % of total ± SE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Coral</th>
<th>Unoccupied substrate</th>
<th>Unoccupied minus interacting zones</th>
<th>Red algae</th>
<th>Non-scleractinian coelenterates</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Substrate within</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reach of corals</td>
<td>11.0 ± 1.9</td>
<td>25.5 ± 2.0</td>
<td>19.4 ± 2.9</td>
<td>63.5 ± 3.3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total 2 × 2 m plot</td>
<td>44.5 ± 9.5</td>
<td>23.2 ± 4.3</td>
<td>19.0 ± 1.9</td>
<td>32.3 ± 7.0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Significance</td>
<td>p&lt;.001</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>p&lt;.05</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NS Not significant</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
than in the peak diversity region at 7 to 10 m, and agariciids and dendrophylliids were common. The results show that at this depth or with these corals, 2% of corals, notably from the above 2 families, can abut others, but this value of space is still significantly lower than the average 26% coral cover of the plot. The mean differences in other parameters, while following the same trend, are not significant.

To summarize, in the high diversity regions of the reef slopes the percent cover by unoccupied substrate is significantly greater within interactive reach of coral colonies than it is in the sample plots as a whole. Also, corals are completely absent within interactive reach of others. In turbulent, shallow water or in deep water, corals are still significantly less common within interactive reach of others than in the plots as a whole although Acropora spp. in shallow water and agariciids and dendrophylliids in deeper water can abut each other to some degree. In such areas, unoccupied space is not significantly greater next to coral colonies.

**Temporal changes**

In the 10 permanently marked quadrats at 10 m depth on Davies Reef, as well as on Myrmidon at both 2 and 10 m, corals had 5 to 5.6 m of colony perimeter m⁻² at substrate level. With an average reach of 1 cm, 5% of the reef surface falls within interactive reach of corals at any 1 time. In fact, a more realistic figure (Sheppard 1982a) means that up to one-third of the total substrate could lie within interactive reach of the perimeters of corals. Many of the corals also grow, so that the exact parts of the substrate which are affected change.

This temporal aspect was examined over 1 yr. Substrate changes could not usefully be measured in the manner of Bak & Luckhurst (1980) since only 1 yr was available compared with their 5 yr. Instead, coral interactions and their progressions were directly examined.

Initially, there were 6.0 coral-coral interactions m⁻² (SE = 0.52) and 4.4 coral-soft coral interactions m⁻² (SE = 0.66). Interactions between corals and other faunal groups were less than 0.5 m⁻². Fig. 2 shows the fate of the coral-coral interactions over the year. The width of the various blocks on the figure are proportional to the numbers of pairs involved. From an initial 67 interacting coral pairs, or 6.0 m⁻², 43% had terminated at Month 6 for the reasons shown. However, at the same time newly initiated interactions increased the total number to 7.1 m⁻². A similar result was obtained after 12 mo, when 40% of interactions which existed 6 mo previously had ceased, and an input of new ones maintained the number at 7.2 m⁻².

Although the 6 mo intervals give an artificially stepped appearance, the terminations of interactions and emergence of new ones is obviously a continuous process. The durations of interactions vary considerably. Of initial interactions, 57% remained after 6 mo and 38% were still present after 1 yr. There is a mixture therefore of many relatively brief conflicts and fewer long-lasting ones.

During the year about 4 interactions m⁻² appeared, which is marginally greater than the rate of terminations. Two main causes for new interactions exist: 85% were due to converging perimeters of growing colonies, and only 15% were due to newly settled juveniles. Newly settled corals total 7.0 m⁻², but of these only about 1 m⁻² were close enough to another coral to be seen interacting. Where a juvenile was observed interacting it was always the dominant of the pair. This is probably largely because if a subordinate recruit settles within interaction reach of another and is killed it will be almost impossible to detect.

In this diverse plot, 1 to 2 colonies m⁻² were completely killed each year through interactions, excluding unnoticed juveniles. An additional 1 colony m⁻² was completely killed through interaction with soft
corals. Therefore 5.3% of the non-juvenile (but always small) colonies died in the year by falling within interaction reach of adjacent dominant corals whose perimeters were growing outwards.

Only 1.4% of interactions showed a reversed dominance during the year (accounted for in category 4 of Fig. 2). This is much less than the proportion found by Bak et al. (1982) in Curacao and is much closer to the value found by Logan (1984) from Bermuda.

Distribution of unoccupied space with depth and distance from shore

Using all the line transect data, the pattern of total unoccupied substrate at several depths on all 5 study reefs is shown in Fig. 3. Reefs are ordered (left to right) according to distance from the mainland. At 2 and 5 m depth, there is an increasing amount of unoccupied substrate as distance from the shore increases. At 10 m there is no clear trend, while at 15 m and greater there is a reversed trend with a smaller amount of unoccupied substrate with increasing distance offshore. Spearman’s rank correlation (Fig. 3) confirms the significance of the trends.

The gradients of unoccupied substrate in the shallow and deep regions broadly correspond with the known environmental gradients of wave energy and sedimentation on this part of the Great Barrier Reef (Pickard 1977, Done 1982; see ‘Discussion’). The trends of total unoccupied space observed at these depths therefore may be largely explained by these physical gradients although this aspect was not studied.

The high cover by unoccupied substrate at mid depths, however, and its lack of a gradient with distance from shore, is not explained by physical controls. Indeed, at mid depths the sum of the physical controls is at its minimum (Chappell 1980) and is unlikely to account for the large proportion of unoccupied space. However, when the proportion of the total unoccupied substrate which lies within interactive reach of a coral colony is plotted (Fig. 4), in every case this subset of unoccupied space shows a rise and then a fall with increasing depth. Moreover, the depth of each peak occurs at a greater depth as the distance of the reef from shore increases. In these mid depths, as much as 50 to 65% of the unoccupied substrate falls within reach of coral colonies, although only 5 to 25% of the total reef surface does so. This contrasts with shallow and deep areas where the amount of unoccupied substrate falling within reach of corals is similar to that for the total reef surface.
DISCUSSION

The different substrate occupancy in the zone within interaction reach of coral colonies compared with the sample plots as a whole suggests that corals can clear their immediate surroundings of other fauna, especially other corals. This 'corals' aura' (Faulkner & Chesher 1979) is not a purely physical effect caused, for example, by microcurrents or shading, because the width of the unoccupied band around each colony is fairly consistent for a given species (Sheppard 1982a) and is not seen around non-living limestone. Also it is known that development of an aggressive response depends not on physical conditions but on the proximity of other corals (Chornesky 1983).

Although coral interactive mechanisms clearly create and maintain space, so do many other biological and physical factors, notably the effects of grazers, mobile sediments and toxin-excreting invertebrates (e.g. Branham et al. 1971, Glynn 1976, Neudecker 1979, Bak & Luckhurst 1980, Sammarco 1980, Bakus 1981, Birkeland et al. 1981). The relative importance of any of these biological mechanisms has not been estimated, and even the quantity of space on reefs appears to have been overlooked in many studies.

Other reported values for unoccupied space on reef slopes are: 20 to 30% in Chagos (Sheppard 1980), 28% in Curacao on 2 occasions (Bak & Luckhurst 1980), and 28% in the Bahamas (Bunt & Williams 1982). Values found here are of the same order, but span a greater range and show gradients with both depth and distance from shore. In very shallow and in deep water, the gradients of total benthic space across the 5 reefs correlate with known environmental gradients (Pickard 1977, Andrews & Gentien 1982). In shallow areas where wave energy increases towards offshore reefs, total benthic space increases. In deep areas where sedimentation increases and illumination falls towards shore, unoccupied substrate again correlates with the more severe conditions. It is likely that these physical controls are largely responsible for the maintenance of space in these stressed parts of the reefs (Done 1982), and in broad terms there is little doubt that it is principally these major physical factors which shape a reef and its general biological character (Sheppard 1982b).

At the centimetre scale on hard substrate, unoccupied space in high-diversity areas of this study is 17 to 28% (Table 2). High values such as this are difficult to explain, although in Curacao, Bak & Luckhurst (1980) attribute much of it to mobile sediments. On the present series of reefs, in mid depths where the importance of physical factors diminishes, the proportion of total unoccupied space which lies within the interactive reach of corals increased to 50% or more (Fig. 4). This implicates interactive mechanisms of
carnals in the creation and maintenance of space. Several soft corals and sponges on reefs kill neighbouring fauna also (Bryan 1973, Coll et al. 1982, Nishihira 1982, Sammarco et al. 1983), so it may be found that even more benthic space falls within lethal range of competitive, benthic fauna than that which is accounted for by corals alone. It is likely that much of the unoccupied space is unoccupiable.

In the permanently marked quadrats it was seen that coral interactions are not static. Of new interactions, 85% arise from growing edges. Growth rates of encrusting edges of corals are commonly 0.5 to 2 cm yr\(^{-1}\) or more (Buddemeier & Kinzie 1976), so that the substrate around corals from which other benthic organisms are excluded or greatly reduced is not static but moves at a rate related to the growth of the colony perimeters. By calculation, the growth of colonies will sooner or later bring most of the substrate under the influence of the interactive mechanism of corals in about 20 yr. While the total cover of corals, unoccupied substrate or other components may remain relatively unchanged over time in any one quadrat, the components beneath any one point may repeatedly change. A similar observation by Bak & Luckhurst (1980) in Curaçao led them to remark that community organisation is more influenced by spatial rearrangement of its components than had previously been recognised. The present study confirms this, and suggests that at the 1 to 10 cm scale, aggressive mechanisms of corals help create a condition of considerable flux in the spatial arrangement of unoccupied space and benthic species.

Interactions may have effects which result from the creation of unoccupied substrate. At the level of the individual, competitive mechanisms develop specifically to counter incursive threats from neighbours (Chornesky 1983) and result in occupation of space taken by other species (Sheppard 1982a). Such competition is considered to be one of the processes structuring reef communities and shaping life history attributes (Connell 1973, 1978, Porter 1974, 1976, Jackson 1977, Bak & Engel 1979). Further, a model by Karlson & Jackson (1981) showed that overgrowth rates - analogous to interactiveness here - are more consequential to final community structure than several other life history attributes, while Buss (1981) showed how interactions provide selective pressures which lead to the evolution of cooperation and group living.

However, some authors have stated that interactions have little consequence to community structure. Bak et al. (1982) felt that this was the case in Curaçao because of the many other factors involved and because they found a low predictability of the outcome of interactions. Regional differences are possible in the latter respect, since Logan (1984) reported a highly predictable outcome of interactions in Bermuda. In the Caribbean, regional differences in the coral aggression hierarchy have been noted in islands as closely adjacent as Jamaica and Little Cayman (Logan 1984), while in the Indo-Pacific, marked differences occurred between Chagos (Sheppard 1979), the present study reefs in the Great Barrier Reef, and the central Red Sea where coral interactions are rare events in some parts (pers. obs.). Bradbury & Young (1982) also state that interactions have no discernible effect on community structure because they found that coral colonies in their study had neighbours of random identity. However, their recording interval (mean of 20 cm but up to 40 cm) was greater than the interactive reach of any coral so that interactions could not affect corals at adjacent recording points, and unoccupied space was not considered. Also their study was on a reef flat where biological controls would not be expected to be as important as physical ones. Their generalised interpretation means not only that interactions but in fact no attribute of corals affects their distribution at this scale; to date, there is insufficient evidence to support this. Indeed, the 'random neighbour' method itself has been entertainingly dismissed by Feinsinger et al. (1981; see also Grant & Abbott 1980).

The present study suggests that coral interactions are important in the consideration of unoccupied substrate on high diversity parts of these reef slopes. The degree to which they are important in community structure is likely to be related to the importance of the unoccupied substrate itself. In terms of providing space for new recruitment this may not be as great as the amount of space might indicate, since recruitment into space within interactive reach of corals might be short-lived. The importance attached to maintaining a continuous turnover of substrate occupancy as coral perimeters grow, however, may prove to be of greater importance.
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